TELEVISION
(partial list)

**GOTHAM KNIGHTS** (Pilot)
- The CW
- Dir: Danny Cannon

**BEL-AIR** (Season 1)
- Peacock
- Dir: Morgan Cooper

**BILLIONS** (Season 5)
- Showtime
- Dir: Various

**BARKSKINS** (Pilot, Episode 2)
- Fox 21 Television
- Dir: David Slade

**THE ENEMY WITHIN** (Pilot)
- NBC
- Dir: Mark Pellington

**THE MAN IN THE HIGH CASTLE** (Seasons 1-4)
- Scott Free Productions
- Executive Producer: Isa Dick Hackett

**HANNIBAL** (Seasons 1-3)
- NBC
- Creator: Bryan Fuller

**COMMUNITY** (Pilot & Season 1)
- NBC
- Creator: Dan Harmon

**RUNNING WILDE** (Pilot)
- Fox
- Creators: Will Arnett, Mitchell Hurwitz, James Valletty

**SECRET GIRLFRIEND** (2 Episodes)
- Comedy Central
- Creators: Jay Rondot, Ross Nove

**CARPOOLERS** (11 Episodes)
- ABC
- Creator: Bruce McCulloch

**ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT** (Pilot & Season 1)
- Fox
- Executive Producer: Mitchell Hurwitz

*2017 Emmy Award Nominee – Outstanding Cinematography for a Single-Camera Series (One Hour)
*2016 Emmy Award Winner – Outstanding Cinematography for a Single-Camera Series
*2016 ASC Award Nominee – Outstanding Achievement in a Television Movie, Miniseries or Pilot

FEATURES
(partial list)

**THE UNBORN**
- Rogue Pictures
- Dir: David S. Gover

**THE HITCHER**
- Focus Features
- Dir: Dave Meyers

DIRECTORS
(partial list)

Jonas Akerlund, Agustin Alberdi, Douglas Avery, Russo Brothers, Joey Crawford, Bartholomew Cubbins, Chris Cunningham, John Dahl, Patrick Daughters, James Foley, Fred Gross, Dean Karr, Marc Klasfeld, Peter Medak, Dave Meyers, Jake Nava, Guillermo Navarro, Medhi Norowzian, Marcus Raboy, Isaac Rentz, David Semel, Christopher Sims, David Slade, Benji Weinstein

COMMERCIALS/MUSIC VIDEOS
(partial list)


*2004 MTV Video Music Award Nomination – Best Cinematography